In this article, we describe the construction of graded q-differential algebra with ternary differential satisfying the property d 3 = 0 and the q-Leibniz rule. Our starting point is coordinate first order differential calculus on some complex algebra A and the corresponding bimodule of second order differentials.
Introduction
The generalization of classical differential calculus for the differential d N = 0 and q-deformed Leibniz rule d(ωθ) = (dω)θ + qωω(dθ),
has been worked out and studied in [DVK1] , and specifically for the ternary case d 3 = 0 in [K, AB] . In such generalizations, the condition d 2 = 0 implies the appearing of higher order differentials of variables. The differential calculus with differential d 3 = 0 on an associative algebra with n generators and quadratic relations, and on the quantum plane specifically, was constructed in [BBK] . Also, such a construction was realized on superspaces with one and two parametric quantum groups as symmetry groups in [EEHZ] .
In this paper, we consider the construction of graded q-differential algebra with ternary differential on an arbitrary complex associative unital algebra. That is, we extend the first order differential calculus to a differential d satisfying the property d 3 = 0 and the q-Leibniz rule (1), where the complex number q is a third root of unity [DVK1] .
Our inspiration is twofold. On one hand, we have the approach of S. Woronowicz [W] for constructing a quantum de Rham complex, for an ordinary differential (d 2 = 0), starting from some first order (coordinate) differential calculus (see [BKh] ). On the other hand, we generalize the method applied in [DVK1, DVK2] for the universal differential calculus and N -ary differential.
We shall use the notation [n] q = 1 + q + q 2 + · · ·+ q n−1 . In our case, q = e On the other hand, the N -differential graded algebras (for N > 2) with the usual Leibniz rule d(ωθ) = (dω)θ + (−1)ωω(dθ) also are of interest. In the recently appeared paper [AD] , authors examine the construction of an N -differential graded algebra with the usual Leibniz rule and moduli space of deformations of the differential of an N -differential graded algebras.
1 First order differential calculus with right partial derivatives
Let us remind the construction of first order coordinate differential calculus considered in [BKh] in detail. Let A be an algebra, M be an A-bimodule, d 1 : A → M be a linear mapping such that the Leibniz rule
is fulfilled. We will consider the FODC for the case that A is a complex associative unital free algebra with generators {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } ⊂ A and M is a free right module with basis {dx 1 , dx 2 , . . . , dx n } ⊂ M, n ∈ N. A structure of bimodule on the free right module M can then be defined by means of an algebra homomorphism ξ = (ξ
As is well known, the first order differential of an arbitrary element v ∈ A can be defined by the decomposition
we are dealing with the so-called coordinate differential.
Then, as it follows from the Leibniz rule (2), the partial derivatives D k and the homomorphism ξ are connected by the formula
We would like to emphasize that the property d 1 A A = A d 1 A follows immediately from the Leibniz rule (2). We also assume that M = d 1 A A. This means that the A-bimodule M doesn't contain extra elements besides differentials.
2 Graded differential algebra with d 3 = 0
At the beginning of this section, we remind the definition of graded q-differential algebra with ternary differential d 3 = 0 proposed in [DVK1, DVK2] , where such graded (universal) q-differential algebra with differential d N = 0 has been constructed starting from the universal first order differential calculus corresponding to a given algebra A.
and the property d 3 = 0 are satisfied, is called a graded differential algebra with ternary differential.
The elements of Ω
(n) are referred to as n-forms.
Remark 2.2 The triple {M, A, d 1 } is a trivial example of graded differential algebra with ternary differential {Ω, d}, with
Before specification of such an algebra in the case of coordinate calculus with right partial derivatives, we will define the second order differential (SOD).
Let M (2) be a free right module over A generated by elements {d
, n ∈ N, and let us assume that the structure of bimodule on it is set by means of the same homomorphism ξ = (ξ j k ) : A → Mat n A as in the case of the bimodule M, i.e.
Define a linear mappingd
where D i are the same right partial derivatives as in the case of FODC above. As a consequence the Leibniz rulẽ
is automatically satisfied. Let us remark that, because of the obvious correspondence dx i ⇆ d 2 x i , the bimodules M and M (2) are isomorphic. We also assume that the elements d 2 x i have the grade 2, and refer to elements of M
as 2-forms. We call the triple {M (2) , A,d 2 } the canonical second order differential (SOD) associated to a given FODC {M, A, d
1 } (see [BBK] for non-canonical SOD).
Let us define a graded
, where M (1) ≡ M. Construct the tensor algebra of E over the ring A:
where E ⊗n means E ⊗ A · · · ⊗ A E. After expanding and rearranging terms in T A E, we obtain an N-graded algebra
with a unique graduation compatible with graduation of E (see [DVK2] ). Here
, and for n > 2
consists all possible tensor products of total grade equal to n. In the sequel, when writing ω ⊗ θ for elements from T A E, we mean tensor product over the algebra A, that is ω ⊗ A θ . = ω ⊗ θ. Due to the fact that the tensor product in (5) is taken over the ring A, any homogenous element of grade n has a unique decomposition in the form
where m ≤ n, r i1...im ∈ A and the sum in (6) is over all possible choices of a 1 , . . . , a m , where a i ∈ {1, 2}, such that a 1 + · · · + a m = n. Now we are in a position to define a grade one linear mapping d : 
Similarly, a simple calculation shows that
does not vanish in general. It should also be noticed that the definition (7) agrees with the Leibniz rule (3). However, for elements which are not written in the canonical form (6), the Leibniz rule does not hold in general. Because of these, the tensor algebra T A E equipped with the operator d, as defined above, is not a graded differential algebra with ternary differential. Our aim now is to construct a minimal graded ideal I q = n≥0 I
(n) q in T A E, such that dI q ⊆ I q . We call such an ideal d-compatible. Here grading is meant with respect to T A E: I n q ⊂ T n . In the construction of the ideal I q , we shall follow a general technique developed in [BKh] . The basic relations are
where
Consecutive differentiation of (8) by means of (3) leads to the following set of homogeneous elements in T A E:
which, in fact, are generating relations for I q . Here
). The main result of our paper is the following Theorem 2.3 Let Ω(A, M) be the quotient algebra
where the homogeneous ideal I q ⊂ T A E is generated by the set of elements (8) - (13), and the operator d : Ω(A, M) → Ω(A, M) is defined by the formula (7). Then the pair {Ω(A, M), d} is an N-graded differential algebra with ternary differential, that is the properties d 3 = 0 and q-Leibniz rule:
are satisfied.
In order to prove this theorem, we need additional results, which we formulate in Proposition A.1. We establish it and the proof of theorem 2.3 in Appendix A and in Appendix B, respectively. To this end, remark that, for example, the bimodule Ω (2) (A, M) has the structure
where I
(2) q denotes the sub-bimodule in T 2 generated by relations (9). Now
as expected [DVK1] .
A Proposition A.1 Let the ideal I q ⊂ T A E be generated by the elements
and (9) -(13). Then in the tensor algebra T A E equipped with the operator d, the relations
are true for all v ∈ A.
Proof.
In case of v = x i , i = 1, . . . , n, we have relations directly obtained from the generators of the ideal I q (9) -(13). This enables us to do the proof of the proposition by induction.
Assuming (15) - (19) hold for v i ∈ A, we will prove their validity for v = x i v i . Combining the basic relations (8), our assumptions, and the definition of the operator d, we obtain the following equalities:
, which proves the relation (17);
which proves the relation (19) and completes the proof of the proposition.
B Proof of Theorem 2.3
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, we need to show the following properties of the ideal I q in T A E = n≥0 T n :
2. the q-Leibniz rule
is satisfied ∀ ω ∈ T n and θ ∈ T A E;
We remind the reader that all tensor products are taken over the algebra A. We begin by proving the property (2), which we do by induction on the degree of the form θ ∈ T A E. We first show that the q-Leibniz rule (20) holds for the elements:
Using the definition of operator d (7) and the relations from Proposition A.1, we get
as desired. Assume the q-Leibniz rule (20) holds for the form ρ ∈ T l ; we will then prove it for the forms θ = ρ ⊗ dx k r k ∈ T l+1 , r k ∈ A. We have
Analogously for θ = ρ ⊗ d 2 x k r k ∈ T l+2 , we obtain
The property (2) is proved.
